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Chinese New Year
What Does This Pack Include?
This pack has been created by teachers, for teachers. In it, you’ll find high quality Fact Sheets, Lesson Plans and
Reference Sheets, which can be used to support teaching and learning during Chinese New Year.
To go directly to the content, simply click on the title in the index below:
FACT SHEETS:
1. Chinese Zodiac

2. Background to Chinese New Year

3. Chinese New Year Celebrations

Learning Objective: Understand how
the twelve animals were selected for the
Chinese Zodiac.

Learning Objective: Explore the meaning
behind Chinese New Year.

Learning Objective: Learn about how people
prepare for Chinese New Year and the different
ways in which they celebrate.

LESSON PLANS:
1. KS1: Chinese New Year

2. KS2: Chinese New Year

Learning Objective: A series of cross-curricula lesson plans designed
to introduce students to Chinese New Year, to develop their knowledge
and understanding.

Learning Objective: A series of cross-curricula lesson plans, designed to
further students’ knowledge and understanding of Chinese New Year.

5 x 60 minute Lesson Plans

5 x 60 minute Lesson Plans

REFERENCE SHEETS:
Chinese Zodiac

Tangrams

How to Make a Chinese Lantern

Other Resources Linking to the Theme
Before deciding what to include in your lesson, check out our online content relating to Chinese New Year too.
It’s simple to find, just enter the Content ID number in EducationCity’s Search tool!
ThinkIts:

Topic Tools:

Activities:

Inspire Creative Ways of Thinking

Explore Concepts as a Class

Educational Content

Lantern Festival

Word Search

Manu in the Moon

Where is it?: http://bit.ly/LanternFestival2020

Content ID: 20718 - 20720

Content ID: 1741

Introduce students to the Chinese Lantern
Festival. Match the lanterns to their messages.

Create a word search with keywords linked to
Chinese New Year. Ideal for whiteboard use.

Learn about the different phases of the
lunar cycle.

Enjoyed these resources?
Why not start a free trial of the full EducationCity resource
and see what else we can offer you!

Email us at trials@educationcity.com
or call us on +44 (0)1572 725080!

Chinese Zodiac
Fact Sheet

The Chinese Zodiac is based on a twelve yearly cycle with each year named after one of
twelve animals. 2020 is the Year of the Rat but how were the twelve animals selected?
There are several tales that explain it but no one is quite sure which one is the most
accurate. Here are two of them.
The Great Race
• In the tale of The Great Race, the Jade Emperor wanted to find out a way to record the
passing of time.
• He held a swimming race on his birthday, in which the animals that went to his party had
to swim across a river. He decided that the twelve years of the zodiac would be named
after the first twelve animals that finished the race.
• Cat and Rat were the poorest swimmers and so they asked Ox if they could jump on his
back. Ox was happy for this but as they reached land, Rat pushed Cat into the river and
jumped ashore first. Ox came second.
• Tiger made third place with Rabbit coming fourth, having hopped from stone to stone
when crossing the river.
• The flying dragon came fifth. He said he would have been faster but had to stop to make
some rain. Horse and Snake were next. Horse was ahead with Snake wrapped around one
of his legs. When Horse saw Snake he was shocked and Snake sneaked across the line to
come sixth. Horse came seventh.
• Goat, Monkey and Rooster were next. They supported each other on the journey. The
Emperor was impressed by their team work.
• In eleventh place came Dog, the strongest swimmer of all but he couldn’t resist playing in
the water washing himself and so lost valuable time. Last was Pig who fell asleep after
stopping to eat on the journey.
• Cat finally arrived but was too late. He has never forgiven Rat for pushing him into the
river.
Buddha’s meeting
• Another legend states that Buddha held a meeting and named the twelve years after each
of the animals that attended the meeting.
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Chinese Zodiac
Fact Sheet

The Year of the Rat 2020
• The rat is the first sign of the Zodiac.
• 2020 is the Year of the Rat. It starts on the
25th January and lasts until the 11th February
2021.
• As with all signs of the Chinese Zodiac, people
born in the Year of the Rat are said to take on
some of the traits of that animal.
• As such, it is believed that those born in
the Year of the Rat are clever, quick thinkers and
successful.
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Chinese New Year
Fact Sheet

Chinese New Year is the most important celebration in the Chinese calendar but
when does it start and what is the meaning behind it?
• Chinese New Year is mapped to the lunar calendar.
Each lunar month is about 28 days long – the time it
takes for the moon to orbit the Earth.
•This means New Year starts on a different date each year. In 2020, the Chinese New Year
starts on 25th January and lasts until the 11th February 2021.
• Chinese New Year is also known as the Spring Festival and lasts for fifteen days. It starts
when the moon is at its darkest and ends when the moon is at its brightest.
• Celebrations usually start the night before on Chinese New Year’s Eve.
What is the meaning behind Chinese New Year? There are legends associated
with Chinese New Year. Here are some of them.
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• Legend tells of a mythical beast called Nain, which translated,
means ‘Year’. People believed he lived in the sea for most of the
year but came out at New Year to frighten them. They soon
realised that he was scared of the colour red, loud noises and
fire and so used them to frighten him off.

• Another belief is that the Jade Emperor wanted to find a way
to organise dates on a calendar. He invited animals to enter a swimming race, explaining
that the first twelve who finished would have a year named after them. The traits of each
animal were displayed during the race and it is believed that people born in these years
inherit some of these characteristics.
• Others believe that the Chinese Zodiac was built on a twelve year sequence and that the
Gods allocated an animal to each of the twelve years.
What year is 2020?
• 2020 is the Year of the Rat. It is believed that those born in the
year of the Rat are clever, quick-thinking and successful.
How do people celebrate?
• Before New Year’s Eve, houses are swept to brush away any bad luck
from the previous year and make room for good luck.
• Families gather together on New Year’s Eve for a family reunion. They
celebrate by eating special foods - usually pork, chicken and fish. They
may also have a party or visit a temple.
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Chinese New Year
Fact Sheet

• Traditionally, firecrackers were lit at midnight to
scare off Nain and chase away other evil spirits but
these are now banned in many countries as they can be
dangerous.
• People wear red to scare off evil spirits and because it
is considered to be a lucky colour.
• Children are given money in red envelopes and adults
exchange gifts as well.
• Celebrations end with a lantern festival and a dragon
dance or parade. Homes are decorated with lanterns
and a dragon up to 30 metres long, made from silk,
bamboo and paper, is paraded through the streets.
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Chinese New Year
Subject: Topical Resources
Chinese New Year

Duration: 5 lessons

Broad Aims
This selection of Chinese New Year themed activities comprises 5, hour long lessons. The lessons start with an introduction to Chinese culture and traditions,
linked to the New Year celebrations. A following English lesson looks at the different character traits of the animals of the Chinese Zodiac, with the children
writing a description about a fictitious person born under a particular animal zodiac sign. A third lesson sees children using tangrams, a type of Chinese
mathematical puzzle, to construct pictures. The final two lessons introduce children to the Chinese Lantern Festival, where they construct a lantern and write
riddles to be placed inside them.
Cross Curricular Links:
English, Mathematics, Art, Geography, History.

Day
1

Learning
Objective
To understand
about Chinese
life and culture.

Success
Criteria
I can plan a
traditional
Chinese New Year
celebration.

Starter

Main

Plenary

0 - 10 minutes

10 - 20 minutes

50 - 60 minutes

Display and
discuss the
‘Chinese New
Year celebrations’
ThinkIt, to
introduce the
children to
Chinese New
Year.

Display a map of the world.
Where is China?

Display a selection of traditional Chinese
food, decorations and images for the children
to sample and observe. Making arrangements
for children who may have particular food
allergies, allow the children to sample some
of the foods.

Ask the students to identify the country, continent and any
other facts they already know about China and its culture.

20 - 25 minutes
Read the Chinese New Year Fact Sheet as a class.

25 - 50 minutes
Split the class into small groups. Explain to the children that
they must create a party plan for a Chinese New Year
celebration. They should include traditional food, decorations

Discuss with the children how their research
compares with the displayed objects.
Some suggested food items:
Niangao (rice cake) - The southern Chinese

Resources
• ‘Chinese New
Year celebrations’
ThinkIt.
• Fact Sheet on
Chinese New
Year.
• Access to the
Internet for
research on China
and its New Year
customs.

Chinese New Year
and activities.
Allow students to have access to the Internet and the Fact
Sheet in order to conduct their research.

usually eat Niangao to celebrate the New
Year.
Jiaozi (dumplings) - People in northern China
will typically eat dumplings on New Year's
Eve. Different dumpling fillings have different
meanings. On New Year it is tradition to eat
dumplings with cabbage and radish, to
ensure fair skin and a gentle mood.

• A selection of
traditional
Chinese food and
decorations.

Chéng (orange or tangerine) – Eating and
displaying oranges is believed to bring good
luck. The Chinese word for orange sounds
the same as the word for success.
Chángshòu Miàn (longevity noodles) – These
are longer than the usual noodle and their
length is due to symbolise the eater’s long
life.

2

English:
To write a
character
description of a
fictitious person
born under a
particular sign of
the Chinese
Zodiac.

I can explore the
Chinese Zodiac
and identify the
character traits
of the different
animals.
I can compare
different
character traits
to those of my
own.
I can write a
character
description of a
fictitious person

0 - 10 minutes

10 - 20 minutes

50 - 60 minutes

Read ‘The Jade
Emperor’s Great
Race’ to the
students and as
you do so, ask
them to note
down the order in
which the animals
finish the race.
Then share the
students’ answers
to draw up a list
of the accurate
order.

Show the students the Fact Sheet on the Chinese Zodiac and
discuss the alternative explanation of how the Chinese Zodiac
came into being.

Draw the class back together and ask them
to share their ideas. Ask other students to
guess which year the person would have
been born in.

Ask the students which one they prefer and discuss their
reasons. Then explain that this year is the Year of the Monkey.
Using the Fact Sheet for additional information, explain that it
is believed that people who are born in the Year of the Monkey
are supposed to possess some character traits similar to those
of the monkey in the story.

20 - 30 minutes
Ask the students if they know what year they were born in
according to the Chinese Zodiac or if they can work it out
using the order of animals as they finished the race.

• Fact Sheet on
the Chinese
Zodiac
• copy of the
story
• The Jade
Emperor’s Great
Race
• access to the
Internet for:
- information on
other dates in the
Chinese Zodiac

Chinese New Year
This can be confirmed by accessing the Internet. Then ask the
students what they think might be the traits of the given
animals.

born under a
particular sign of
the Chinese
Zodiac.

pertinent to
students in the
class
- character traits
associated with
other animals

Give them time to share ideas with a partner and then use the
Internet to check to see whether the students’ ideas were in
any way similar to those online.

• pencils and
paper

30 - 40 minutes
Ask the students to use the information found online to write
a description about a fictitious person who was born in either
the year they were born according to the Chinese Zodiac, or
the Year of the Goat.

3

Mathematics:
To create the
animals of the
Chinese Zodiac
from a tangram

I can recognise
and classify 2D
shapes.

I can create
pictures of
different Chinese
Zodiac animals
using a tangram
puzzle.

0 - 10 minutes

10 - 30 minutes

50 - 60 minutes

Split the children
into pairs.
Display a
tangram from the
Reference Sheet
and ask the
children to
identify the
different 2D
shapes.

Explain to the children that the tangram or “seven pieces of
cleverness” is an ancient Chinese puzzle originally created for
women and children to play. It consists of 7 geometric shapes,
which when fitted together make a large square. The challenge
of the puzzle is to use all of the shapes to create other 2D
shapes or pictures. All the pieces of the tangram must be used
and none can overlap.

Bring the class together. On the whiteboard
draw the following 2D shapes. How fast can
the children recreate the shapes using their
tangram pieces?

The tangram
consists of :
• a small square
• 2 small
isosceles triangles
• a medium
isosceles triangle

30 - 50 minutes
Remind children that this year is the Chinese Year of the
Monkey. Model creating a monkey using the tangram.

• tangram
template
Reference Sheet
• cm square
paper

Chinese New Year
• two large
isosceles triangles

Explain to the children that they should recreate the different
animals of the Chinese Zodiac, using the tangram pieces.

• and a
parallelogram.

Supply the children with squared paper and a cut up tangram
template from the Reference Sheet. Children should rearrange
the template pieces to create the animals and then draw
around their pictures on the square paper, ensuring that the
internal structure of each animal is also visible.

Discuss the
different shapes’
properties – the
internal angles,
side lengths and
congruency.
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Art:
To create a
Chinese lantern.

I can follow a set
of instructions.
I can measure
accurately.

0 - 10 minutes

10 - 50 minutes

50 - 60 minutes

Use the ‘Lantern
festival’ ThinkIt
to introduce the
use of lanterns in
Chinese tradition.

Direct children to follow the instructions on the Chinese lantern
Reference Sheet to create their own lantern.

Each child should explain their lantern colour
choice to the rest of the class (e.g. red and
orange represent good fortune and money).

Children should think back to the starter activity and choose
the colour of their lantern in order to communicate a
particular message.

• a selection of
coloured card
• glue
• scissors
• rulers
• a selection of
coloured thread
• making a
Chinese lantern
Reference Sheet
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English:
To write riddles
for the Chinese
Lantern Festival.

I can use
homonyms to
write a riddle.

0 - 10 minutes

10 - 20 minutes

50 - 60 minutes

Display the
following three
riddles and ask
the children if
they can work
out what is being
described:

Place images of the different animals of the zodiac inside a
box.
Choose one animal. Without showing the children the animal,
describe it to the children using phrases such as:

Explain to the children that one tradition
from the Lantern Festival is that each lantern
should contain a riddle. During the
celebrations people must try and guess the
answers to the riddles. It is said that
guessing the riddles is as hard as fighting
with a tiger, and so lantern riddles are often
known as ‘lantern tigers’.

I have…
I am…
People use me…

Lanterns from
the previous
lesson.

Chinese New Year
1. I get wetter as
I dry. What am
I?

Use some of the character traits from lesson 1 to describe the
different animals.
Children should then guess them.

2. I must be
broken before I
can be used.
What am I?

20 - 50 minutes

3. I have one
single eye but I
cannot see. What
am I?

Explain to the children that homonyms are words that have
the same pronunciation and spelling but have completely
different meanings.

Answers:
1. a towel
2. an egg
3. a needle

Split the children into small groups and tell them to choose an
animal each. In their groups children should brainstorm the
characteristics of each of their animals.

The following words are examples of homonyms: - crane, date,
engaged, leaves, right.
Model writing a riddle using a homonym.
E.g. I have a horn which makes no sound. What am I? – a
goat
Working in their groups, each child should produce a riddle for
an animal from the Chinese zodiac.

Children should paste their riddles onto their
colourful lanterns. They should then try to
solve each other’s lantern riddles.

Pig
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Lantern
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Lantern
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About EducationCity
EducationCity produces fun, educational materials to engage students in learning and empower
teachers to tailor their teaching. Take a look at how EducationCity can support you in the classroom:

Target Lesson Objectives Easily

Plan in Advance

Differentiated Teaching

Find relevant content that links to your
curriculum by using our Curriculum
Map or Search tool.

When planning your lessons, choose
your Activities in advance and put
them into a MyCity so they’re easy
for students to access. Choose a
meaningful name for each MyCity
and you’ll be able to update and
retrieve them year after year!

Monitor progress with SuccessTracker
and you’ll be able to identify the
strengths and areas of development
for each of your students and so
choose relevant activities to help
them progress.

Flexible Learning

Additional Resources

Assessment

EducationCity is accessible via desktops,
laptops, tablets and whiteboards, so can
support you whatever equipment is
available in your classroom.

Access our ready-made topical
content and Teacher Resource Pack
to support teaching and learning in
the classroom.

Check students' learning with formative,
summative and unit assessments.
Curriculum-correlated, pre-prepared
and easy to set, they give instant
feedback to inform your next steps.

Comprehensive and clearly organised
by strand, content is so easy to access!

There’s more to EducationCity than
Activities alone!

"Teachers have been delighted with
the content of this package and most
impressed with how easy it is to find
appropriate learning and teaching
resources and then to use them in a
variety of ways."
Mark Sanderson,
Senior ICT Consultant, Herefordshire Learning and Achievement Service

Want to find out more about EducationCity?
Start a free trial for your school today and see it for yourself. Simply call
us on +44 (0)1572 725080 or email trials@educationcity.com to arrange.
Website: www.educationcity.com
Email: trials@educationcity.com

